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The central question is: . What implications do recent mass arrests
during civil disorders have for military forces? The criminal justice
.,.~, ..,. ... •m h::lc:. f::l1r~red during disorders with . the result t .h at the guilty ~vere
• ·<- A ~"" in~f'nt nRrsons
were arrested
Arrests must
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accomplished properly or the judicial process which follotvs will be
adversely affected. Military policy emphasizes that civilian police
should take custody of offenders. This is a proper policy; however,
it has resulted in a pau~ity of guidance for military personnel to carry
out this mission. The Army should: attach greater importanc.e to the
possibility that military personnel will be required to apprehend civilians; develop detailed procedures for the military to accomplish this
mission; acquaint military personnel ~vith offenses commonly committed
in disorders, their authority to take action, and the · degree of forc.e
"permis,s ible; train ·pe::sorinel in the care and preservation of evidence;
develop a proper form for use in apprehending offenders; take photographs
of offenders and the soldiers apprehending them; train teams in advance
for mass arrest situati,ons; and revise Armyr publications to implement
these reconnnendat ions. ·
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
In late April and early May 1971, large groups of demonstrators
came to the Nation's Capital to protest continued American involvement in the war in Southeast Asia.

Under the leadership of the

Mayday Collective1 a significant number of the demonstrators vowed
to bring activities of the Federal government to a standstill by
engaging in massive civil disobedience.

The Metropolitan Police

Department and other police agencies in Washington, the District
of Columbia National

Guard~

and Federal troops were employed to

maintain order and to assure CQntinued functioning of government
agencies and services.

2

During the cortfrontations which followed over 14,000 persons
were arrested by the police, almost 8,000 in one day alone.
making these arrests the Washington

Metropolita~

in

Police Department

temporarily suspended procedures established for taking custody of
j

large numbers of persons during demonstrations and disorders.
These procedures involved use of a simplified field arrest form,
photographs, and other measures designed to facilitate identification end prosecution of those arrested.

3

This action was justified

by Washington Chief of Policy Jerry V. Wilson as essential to
maintenance of order:
the process ••

"

there was no alternative to abandoning

If we had not, the city would have been shut

down. • • • ~
1

'1

'"

..

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Chief Wilson's a.c tions are at the center of a continuing
controversy between proponents of "law and order" and those
claiming that constitutional rights were disregarded and many
innocent persons were illegally arrested.

President Nixon praised

the police, saying they performed "with great restraint, and with
5
necessary firmness;" Attorney General Jo·.1n N. Mitchell said,
"Nothing else could have been done unless the police were to let
the mob r•Jl.e the city;"

6

and the United States Senate adopted a

resolution c01111endtng the police.

7

On

the other hand, former

Attorney General Ramsey Clark referred to the government's action
as "lawless; "

8

anti-war leaders likened President Nixon to Hitler;

9

and Senator Edward M. Kennedy asserted that the Federal government
ordered mass arrests in an effort to
future demonstrations.

re~uce

effectiveness of

10

SfATEMENT OF THE PURPOSE
It is the purpose of this paper to examine the problems
related to arrests during civil disorders and to determine their
implications for the Armed Forces.

'11le effort will concentrate

principally on issues arising from the mass arrests in Washington
and will address the philosophical, legal, and tactical considerationa involved.

Other situations resulting in the arrest of sig-

nificant numbers of persons also will be examined for their relevance
to this effort.

The results of these undertakings will be compared
2

t.

·'":..

:·.

I

;

with plans, programs, and policies applicable to military forces
engaged in civil disorder control missions.

Finally, recoumenda-

tions will be made for changes in military doctrine where applicable.
While Federal forces must be prepared to perform a variety of
functions in civil disorder control, the scope of this paper is
necessarily limited to the general area of arrests.

:>
~

,J::
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CHAPTER I
FOOTNOTES
1. The Mayday Collective was a coalition of a nUIIIber of
groups opposed to the Vietnam War. Most prominent among them
were the National Peace Action Coalition and the Peoples Coalition
for Peace and Justice. Discussed in: US Congress, House, Colllllittee
on Internal Security, National Peace Action Coalition (NPAc)· and
Peoples Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ), Hearings, 92d
Congress. 1st Session, 1971.
·
·
~

2. John Neary, "'lbe President Wants Firm Law Enforcement,"
(13 May 1971) pp. 33-39.

3. OWen W. Davis, Metropolitan Police Department, Washington, letter to author, 1 February 1972.

u.s.

4. "Beleagured Washington: Only Recourse was Mass Arrests,"
News and World Report (24 May 1971), p. 54.

5. "Nixon Backs D. C. Police on Mayday, n The Washington
Post (11 May 1971) • p. A-1.
6. William L. Claiborne, "Mitchell Warns on Protest,"
The Washington Post (11 May 1971), p. A-1.
7•

_!ill. , p • A-8.

8. "Clark Hits Handling of Protests," The Washington Post
(24 May 1971), p. A-3.
9. Paul W. Valentine, ''War Foes Call Nixon 'Hitler' for
Backing Mass Arrests," The Washington Post (3 June 1971), p. A-2.
10. Fred P. Graham, "Mitchell Urges All Police Copy Capital's
Tactics," The New York Times (11 May 1971), pp. 1, 20.
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CHAPTER II
THE MAYDAY CONFRONTATIONS
The arrest of almost 8,000 persons in Washington on 3 May

1971 is the largest number made in one day during civil disorders
in American his t:ory.

While siKOificant numbers have been arrested

in previous disorders in Washington and other cities, never before
have the numbers so overwhelmed the resources of a city's police,
courts, and detention facilities.

Nor have arrest policies ever

resulted in such a storm of legal and philosophical debate centering
around the paradox of protecting individual . rights and, at the
same time, the rights of government.
'£his chapter will briefly review the motives, objectives,
and tac,ics of the participants in the Mayday activities and the
countermeasures taken by the police.

Major issues arising from

the cor.frontations will be surfaced for more detailed examination
in subsequent chapters.
It should be noted that "arrest" as used in this paper is
a civilian law enforcement term defined as:
of h!s liberty by legal authority.

"To deprive a person

Taking, under real or assumed

authority, custody of another for the

purpos•~

of holding or

detaining him to answer a criminal charge or civil demand."

1

''Arrest" has the same meaning as the adlitaiy term "apprehension:"

"tbe taking of a person into custody." 2

Since they are

identi~.:al

legal processes, arrest and apprehension will be used interchangeably throughout this paper.

s

.

~·.

OBJECTIVES AND TACTICS OF THE PROTES!ORS
The 1971 Spring Offensive against the war in Southeast Asia
began in April and culminated with massive civil disobedience in
Washington in early May.

The schedule of events, objectives, and

tactics to be employed were published in the Mayday Tactical
3
Manual, widely distributed at $5.00 per copy.
While demonstrations
were scheduled for other cities, major activities of the offensive
were to occur in Washington.

The most significant initial

event in the Nation's Capital was a protest demonstration by an
estimated 175,000 persons.

This was classified as "almost totally

peaceful" by Washington Chief of Police Jerry V. Wilson, except for
some ' relatively minor incidents during a rock concert on the
4
Washington Monument grounds.
The peaceful nature of this mass
protest followed the scenario developed in the tactical manual,
which called for a "mass, legal, peaceful anti-war demonstration. " 5
The scenario also was followed by the demonstrators during
the massive civil disobedience phase which began on 3 May.

The

objective during this phase was to seal off the C:f.ty of Washington
·so that "white racist" federal officials !ivins in the Maryland
and Virginia suburbs could not reach their offices.

The actions

were planned as attacks on the Federal government, not its employees.
It was emphasized that this was to be carried out with minimum
interference with the activities of the city's majority black population.

6

The tactical manual contained pictures and -descriptions of
twenty target areas for disruptive activities.
6

These were bridges,

traffic circles, key intersections, and vital highways used by
commuters to reach the Pentagon and the Federal Triangle area
of Washington.
three

thous~nd

7

The leadership planned to concentrate one to

demonstrators at each of the twenty target areas

depending on its perceived importance to their objective.

Such

concentrations were viewed to be necessary to defeat the tactics
8
of the police to divide them into small isolated groups.
It was
expected that most of the participants would be arrested and hoped
that thousands of protesters in jail would "make the choices painfully clear to America's rulers; end the war or face social chaos. "
While in jails and other detention facilities the demonstrators
were ta maintain their

solida~ity

and refuse to be released on

bail.

Rather, all would be released as a group when Mayday was
10
completed.
POLICE .PLANS
As

a result of problems associated with the large number of

persons arrested during the riots of April 1968 the Washington
Metropolitan Police Department prepared plans for mass arrests
and provided instructions to members of the department on how they
were to be implemented.

The policy ·of the department was to arrest

and secure the necessary evidence to prosecute all persons engaged
in unlawful activities during a civil disturbance.

A field

arrest form designed to facilitate arrest &nd prosecution was to
be completed for
he committed.

e~ch

person arrested regardless of the offense

Use of the form permitted the appearance of an
7

9

r:r ·'

~

i.

accused in the District of Columbia Court of General Sessions
without the

~rresting

officer present.

The form was also designed

to record information concerning property or evidence related to
the offense or offender.

The field arrest form was to be completed

as soon as practical after an arrest was made, and, in all cases,
it was to be prepared before the prisoner was removed from the
scene of arrest •

The prisoner and the po liceilan who arrested

him were to be photographed by an officer assigned to transport the
prisoner to the police station with a copy of- the photograph attached
to the field arrest form.

Transporting officers were instructed

not to take custody of an arrested person unless a field arrest
form had been completed.

11

A somewhat more flexible policy applied to actions to be
taken in the event persons committed offenses of a non-violent
nature, such as blocking traffic, during large demonstrations.

In

these situations the demonstrators were to be informed they were
violating the law and afforded an opportunity to cease their
illegal activities before action was taken to arrest them.

If

they persisted in their actions, specially trained arrest teams
were to take custody of the offenders using the procedures
12
described in the preceding paragraph.
The tactical manual clear!y revealed that the Mayday leadership was· thoroughly familiar with control measures to be employed
by the police and military forces and the procedut'es developed
for arresting and processing large numbers of persons.

The

dissidents intended to achieve their objective of disrupting the
8

Federal government by taking advantage of the rather slow and
deliberate nature of these procedures to overwhelm the police,
courts, and detention facilities.

They intended to deliberately

violate the law by massive civil disobedience, but were careful
to insure the presence of symphathetic legal advisers to protect
their rights.

r•articipants were cautioned to seek counsel only

from Mayday lawyers who are "aware of the politics and purposes
of Mayday."

13

CONFRONTATIONS END WITH MASS ARRESTS
An estimated 50,000 demonstrators were camped in Washington's

West Potomac Park on Saturday night:. 1 May 1971, preparing for
the disruptions planned for the following Monday.

Many of them

were not dedicated to the objectives of paralyzing the Federal
government.

Some had remained after the previous large scale

demonstrations; others were there because they were attracted by
rock music, drugs, and the excitement of the situation.

14

Faced with a much larger crowd than anticipated, District of
Columbia officials revoked the permit granted previously to the
encampment.

Ihe demonstrators were directed to leave the park

by noon on Sunday or face arrest.

Most departed before the dead-

line leavir.g only a few who apparently desired to be arrested.

15

as it reduced dignificantly the size and cohesion of the large
crowd of demonstrators.
left the city.

Many of the less dedicated and curious

The remainder was dispersed throughout the city
9

preventing the leadership
ing sessions scheduled for

fro:~~

conducting the organizing and train-

Sund~y.

However, as events on Monday

showed, enough sufficiently committed persons remained to be a
potential threat to the peace and tranquility of the Capital.

The

demonstrators finally had reorganized after being dispersed from
the park, and by Monday morning, about 12,000 were in the city.
Although the police, national guard, and federal troops were
deployed to key areas in the city and on bridges across the
Potomac River. the demonstrators persisted in trying to carry out
their plans to disrupt traffic.

They employed a variety of hit-and-

run tactics and were successful in blocking or slowing traffic at
several locations.

Their successes were short lived, for the

control forces would generally disperse them rather quickly.

The

police were unable to effect any significant nlllllber of arrests at
that time because of the guerrilla type attacks, after which the
demonstrators would soon regroup to resUIIe their disruptive activities.

It became apparent that the situation could not be brought

under control merely b,r continuing to disperse the participants
and taking a small number into custody.

It was at this point, that

Chief of Police Wilson ordered that normal field arrest procedures
be suspended.

16

This change in

po~licy

resulted in "quantity arJ"ests" des:l,gned

to clear the streets of demonstrators and replaced the "quality
arrest" technique which haca been developed to satisfr requirements
for subsequent legal proceedings.

The police were eminently

sur.cessful in thwarting the demonstrators' attempts to paralyze
10

''

.
the Federal government; traffic was moving freely in a ft!w hours
after the change in arrest policy.
8,000 persons were arrested.

17

Throughout Monday almost

There was little effort on the

following days to block traffic.

Instead, the protesters reverted

to more orderly demonstrations and civil disobedience at the
Department of Justice and Capitol Building. 18
Only a few of the over

1~,000

persons arrested during the

fifteen-day Spring Offensive were convicted of an offense.

District

of Columbia judges directed that all arrests made during the period
on 3 May when field arrest procedures were suspended, be voided.
Further, of the 9,867 persons formally charged with an offense in
19
court, only 757 were found guilty.
The many difficult issues arising from the Spring Offensive
revolve around this low ratio of :unvictions to arrests.

The most

pervasive issue is the alleged vidlation of constitutional rights
by indiscriminate and illegal arrest of any person ''with a youthful
face or lengthy hair."

Closely related were the accusations that

many arrests were made without any intent of subsequent prosecution.

11

20
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CHAPTER III
DISORf>ERS AND BFMONSTRA'l'IONS

----------------,Rt1E~Gt!fiu-flcLA-.t'T'I"1lf-fOWNh0f\1Fir-fiD~I-ct<SS~ENT,

To what extent may a citizen protest the policies of his
government? How far may a democratic government go in controlling
dissent and disorder?

The growing controversy over the answers

to these questions was inflamed by the confrontations between the
Mayday demonstrators and the police and the widespread publicity
given them.

Decisions to arrest can be made in disorders and

demonstrations only after balancing a number of difficult considerations which impinge on these questions.

This chapter will discuss

these considerations commencing with those having a philosophical
and legal basis and ending with those of a more pragmatic nature.
DISSENT AND THE BILL OF RIGHTS,
Dissent against the government has been a tradition cherished
in America long before the Declaration of Independence; it has
been expressed in a variety of ways.

The objective of the

Spring Offensive was to dramatically show disagreement with
the government's involvement in the war in Southeast Asia.

The

Boston Tea Party was a manifestation of dissent by the Colonists
against British taxation laws.

1 ·

The Revolutionary War itself can

be considered an extreme form of protest against established order.

In one author's

•~ew,

the revolution was fought for more

than simply achieving for the Colonists the traditional rights
of Englislunen.

"The world the Founding Fathers felt ripe for was

14

something bolder than one more England in approximate replica
.

on the western shores of the Atlantic."

2

The perplexing question

was to find the appropriate constit.u tional means to guarantee this
ideal.

From their experience with the English Bill of Rights they

felt the American Constitution must be able to withstand "the
passion of the people, the arrogance of officials, or the insensi3
bility of both."
The Constitution was originally submitted to the states without
a Bill of Rights. A number of states refused to ratify it without
an express provision limiting the power of the national government.
This ideal was referred to as "the genesis .o f the Bill of Rights,"
and was felt necessary to protect the states against encroachment
on their sovereignty by the Federal government. · Under this concept
the Bill of Rights included in state constitutions was to provide
for the rights and liberties of citizens. 4
The United States Supreme Court affirmed the doctrine of
state sovereignty in a number of early decisions and declined to
make the Bill of Rights applicable to the relationship between
states and local governments and their citizens.

After the Civil

War a demand arose for Federal legislation to protect citizens
against violation of their rights by the states, but serious questions
were posed concerning the constitutionality of such laws.

The

need for constitutionJl authority became apparent, and the Fourteenth Amendment was passed.

There was considerable sentiment

among members of the Supreme Court that the intent of the Fourteenth
Amendment was to apply the entire Bill of Rights against the states.
15

.

While the Court has repeatedly rejected this view, it has gradually
and selectively applied most of the Bill of Rights to the states.
Through a series of judicial decisions beginning in 1925, the
provisions of the First, Fourth, Fifth, and Eighth Amendments have
been made applicable to the states through the Due Process Clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment.

6

FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHTS

The principal issues raised by the Mayday confrontations
involved rights guaranteed by the First Amendment.

The First

Amendment provides: 7
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or of the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the Government for a redress of grievances. ·
In essence, the First Amendment protects the rights of
persons to freely think, believe, and communicate.

While this

is simply stated, ascertaining the manner, conditions, and
circumstances in which these rights may be exercised or restricted
is far more difficult.

This is complicated further by the variety

of means of communications viewed as falling under the umbrella
of protection provided by the First Amendment.

8

Freedom of

expression is commonly thought of as pertaining only to verbal
and written communications, but many other methods of conveying
thoughts and opinions have been given protection.

Among these

are television, radio, motion pictures, and certain actions such
as peaceful picketing, demonstration&, and symbolic expressions.

16

9

Conversely, the Supreme Court has consistently recognized
that freedom of .e xpression is not absolute and may be regulated.
While a clear line has not been

dr~wn

between conduct which is

permissible and that which can be regulated, the underlying
philosophy of many of the Court's decisions has tended to be one
of weighing individual rights against community interests.

The

approach recently has been to strike a balance between the competing
interests involved in individual cases before the Court. 10 The
precedent for subsequent .decisions balancing these interests was
a case heard by the Court in 1939 dealing with a local prohibition
against disseminating handbills.

In establishing this precedent

the Court asserted that in cases where it was alleged that legislative acts abridged individual rights to freedom of expression,
it would examine the nature and consequences of the legislation.
Further in each case, the Court would weigh the circumstances
11
and evaluate the reasons offered in support of the law.
Certain tests have been developed by the Supreme Court to
determine whether specific acts are included in the range of
protection of the First Amendment.

The first is the "Clear and

Present Danger" test which had its genesis in the Alien and Sedition
Acts of 1798.
{'
f

These laws were

pab~ed

by Congress to counter a

threat of subversion from France and were used to incarcerate
critics of the President and outspoken journalists.

The laws

were repealed in 1806 without having come before the Supreme
Court for a determination of their constitutionality.

After

World War I Congressional acts limiting free speech during national
17

::, :

T

....... .... ,

~

..
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emergencies were heard by the Court.

In its decision in a case

involving distribution of leaflets encouraging resistance to the
draft the Court stated: 12
The question in every case is whether the l;ords
are used in such circumstances and are of such
nature as to create a clear and present danger
that they bring about the substantial evil that
Congress has a right to prevent.
While the "Clear and Present Danger" test was used in deciding a
number of subsequent cases, it did not receive approval of the
entire Court until 1937. 13
Another test was developed in 1925 which restricted free
speech to a much greater degree than the "Ciear and Present Danger"
test.

Known as the "Bad Tendencyi' test, it was established in a

case involving acts allegedly in support of Communism.

Although

a "clear and present danger" was not involved, the Court declared
that a state could legislate against certain acts if they had a
tendency to bring about such results.

This test was followed in

a few subsequent cases; however, the Court reverted to the "Clear
14
and Present Danger" test in 1937.
The "Preferred Position" test is the third type used by the
Supreme Court in deciding cases involving First Amendment rights.
The rationale for this test was based on the philosophy that
freedoms guaranteed by the First Amendment were so fundamental to
all other freedoms that they occupied a preferred status.

There-

fore, the Court would examine such questions more carefully than
those involving other rights.

This philosophy was viewed as a

18

rejuvenated form of the "Clear and Present Danger" test and
continues to guide the court in many of its contemporary decisions .
Other tests ha¥e been used te determine

the~

of attempts to regulate First AmendJDent rights.

In the "Sliding

Scale" test a determination is made if the dangers of a particular
situation are sufficient to justify limiting the guarantees of
the First Amendment. In the "Evil Intent" doctrine the Court
considered the state of mind of the speaker in deciding if he
actually intended the "substantive evil" which resulted from
16
his acts or expressions.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN ARRESTS
While the legal and

constitutio~al

mandates discussed above

must be considered in formulating arrest policies, there are more
practical factors which determine if arrests can or will be made.
These include available police manpower, attitude of the public,
temperament of the police, and tactics.
Ability to Make Arrests
In the view of 0. W. Wilson, former Chicago Police Chief,

•
,.

f·

~
~·

;'

t!
·~

~

the police role in civil disturbances is to "arrest all persons
17
wo violate the law if it is within our power to do so."
He
.
18
stated further:
.---- - -· -- - ·- - --- -- - ---·-A- ·c te-lay-in--effecttng-arres'ts--or-t·a king decbrl:ve- ..
action ••• is justifiable only if, in the
judgment of the ranking officer, sufficient manpower is not on hand to assure that law and order
wi 11 prevail.

19
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In some instances the police have been physically unable to
arrest violators even though they observe crimes being committed.
During the early stages of the riots in Washington in April 1968,
the police were accused of failing to take action to stop widespread lawlessness.

Officers were pictured as turning their backs

to many persons openly looting furniture, liquor, clothing, and
grocery stores.

From a practical standpoint, the police were greatly

outnumbered by the looters and were incapable of effectively taking
into custody any significant number of violators.

Once the entire

police force was mobilized and the national guard and federal troops
19
were brought on duty, the incidence of arrests increased markedly.
A similar situation prevailed during the riots in Chicago
in April 1968 following the assassination of Dcctor Martir Luther
King, Jr.

Only a few arrests were made during the first few days

of the disorders.

Due to hit-and-run type tactics employed by

the rioters, there were few identifiable crowds the police could
concentrate against.

They were unable to effect symbolic arrests

of leaders of the disorrlers because many citizens were hostile to
the police and would not identify leaders.

The police were also

aware that aggressive acts on their part could aggravate an
already explosive situation.

Since they could not effectively

use the symbolic arrest technique, the police had to weigh the
time they

were required to be absent to arrest

and dispose of

individual violators against the preventive value of their continued presence in the disorder area.

.
'

Consequently, many felt

:.;

('

they could better contribute to the mission of restoring order

~

f

f

·~

~
~

t·

"
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disorders and demonstrations where emotions can overcome judgment.
In the view of one poli•:e official, arrests during confrontations
often reflect the mental state of the police

~fficer:

24

He gets carried away in the action and makes
arrests in a retaliatory frame where in an
everyday type of situation he probably wouldn't
make such an arrest. This action increases
the number, increases the violence, and
increases the number of subsequent court
ordered dismissals.
Similarly, the emotional state of police officers in Chicago
during the disorders of April 1968 was considered as a major
factor in determining whether a person was arrested.

When

sufficient police manpower finally was accumulated to begin arrests
of large numbers of offenders, the policemen had been on duty for
extended periods and were tired.

Indiscriminate arrests were

reportedly made and attributed to fear and frustration on the
part of the police.

Because they were unable to identify "real

rioters," they arrested "all in sight. " 25
Probably the most serious charges of

p~>lice

emotionalism

in large scale dL;orders were made as a result of activities of
the police during the 1968 Democratic Party Convention in Chicago.
According to a highly controversial study made of the disorders
and events preceding them, a "police riot" occurred.

During the

convention Chicago policemen were subjected to severe provocation
by demonstrators ranging from obscene verbal abuse to physical
assaults.
wide!~·

Additionally, the police had been made uneasy by

publicized threats of the dissidents to disrupt the con-

vention.

The result of tt.ese provocations "was unrestrained and
23

indiscriminate police violence on many occasions."

This violence

was directed not only at law violators but also toward innocent
spectat~rs,

residentP. of the area, and particularly against

newsmen and photographers.

Throughout the activities emotions

were so strong that police training was ignored, and supervisors
were unable to control their men. 26
Alternative to Arrests
In many large demonstrations the police generally have two
major alternative courses of action they can take when protesters
become disorderly or commit other violations of the law.
can attempt either tc arrest them or disperse them.

They

Tear gas

has been frequently used as a means of dispersing a disorderly
group and reducing significantly the

abil~ty

and

determinat~on

of

the participants to engage in further disorders.

However, in the

view of Chief of Police Jerry V. Wilson, tear gas

wa~

ineffective

in many situations during large demonstrations in Washington.
Demonstrators expected that tear gas would be used and many
arrived equipped with masks, handkerchiefs, or other means of
decreasing the effects of th(! gas.

Others have developed a degree

of illlllunity and are not incapacitated sufficiently by tear gas to
reduce their resistance.

Still others view exposure to tear gas

as a status symbol · and want to bra-g-about being "gassed" when
they return ho.'lle.

Therefore, according to Chief Wilson, the only

course of action available to a police administrator in restoring
24

order and protecting persons and property in many
to arrest as many violators as possible.

~ituationa

is

27

This chapter has shown that before decisions can be made by
police administrators and individual policemen to make arrests
durins civil disorders and demonstrations, they must weigh many
factors.

Constitutional and lesal rules determine whether an

offense has been committed and if an arrest will be valid.

More

practical factors determine i f arrests can or should be made.
The policy of sovernment officials may state that all persons
violatins the law will be taken into custody.

I

may not be able to be implemented because the police are unable to
make arrests or arrests are inappropriate in specific situations.

;.,

't,.-.

t·

~·.

,,
'

However, this policy
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CHAPTER IV

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE UNDER EMERGENcY CONDITIONS

The manner in which the criminal justice system operates
during civil dhorders and demonstrations has received co11Siderable
attention in recent years.

A number of studies have been made of

the functioning of the police, courts, and detention facilities
during crisis situations.

While pertaining principally to

civil agencies, they have relevance to military forces in such
situations.
THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CIVIL DISORDERS

The National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders was
highly critical of the manner in which the criminal justice
system operated during disorders occurring in the United States
during the SUIIIIIer of 1967.

In the words of the Co•ission ·"there

were recurring breakdowns in the mechanisms for processing, prosecuting and protecting arrested persons."

!

As a result, therta were

few successful prosecutions of serious crimes committed during
the riots. Most of those charged with serious offenses, such
as sniping, looting, and arson, were freed because of lack of
evidence.

The Commission attributed these tmfavorabl.e results

to three principal causes.

First, mass arrest techniques were

used to clear the streets, resulting in the arrest of many
innocent spectators and minor violators along with persons
committing serious crimes.

Second, the inability to conduct
28

adequate investigations at the scene of serious crimes resulted
in a failure to produce sufficient evidence for conviction at
~ubsequent

judicial proceedings.

Third, the large number of persons

arrested so overwhelmed the processing and detention capabilities
of the police that sufficient attention could not be paid to
major of fenders. 2
In formulating its recommendations for corrective measures,
the Comodssion emphasized that the judicial system must continue
to protect individual rights during emergency conditions.

They

rejected suggestions that short cuts be established in the name
of judicial efficiency which would infringe on the constitutional
rights of those arrested.

Specifically, the Commission objected

to any concept of preventive detention which would detain a person
without formal arrest procedures.

Rather the Commission recommended

that the criminal justice system be reformed thoroughly and that
planning be conducted by all agencies involved to insure that
the judicial system is capable of functioning properly under

•J
emergency conditions.
The Comadssion suggested that measures be implemented to
reduce the number of persons arrested with the resultant overcrowding of detention and court facilities.

They recollllllE!nded

that the authority of the police and other agencies involved in
controlling disorders be completely defined and that legal
alternatives to arrest be provided.

Police should be permitted

discretion in deciding whether to arrest minor violators or to
employ other acceptable means of dealing with a
29

parti~ular

situation.

.. i

f

One alternative suggested was the use of a summons for minor
offenders similar to that normally employed for traffic violators.
This form would be

co~~pleted

at the scene of an offense, and the

offender released with an adax:mition to appear later at a judicial
hearing.

This procedure not only would reduce congestion at

police stations and detention facilities, but would allow the
citizen to return to his home while the policeman could quickly
resume his important duties on the street.

The Commission also

recommended the formulation of procedures to insure the effective-

I

ness of arrests of persons for serious crimes.

Suggestions included

the use of photographs to assist the arresting officer to refresh

!

his memory concerning persons he had arrested and the establishment
of separate facilities for processing serious offenders.

4

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE
The International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP)
has developed guidelines for use by law enforcement agencies in
preparing for civil disorders and other emergency situations.

In

examining the problems of mass arrest the IACP focused on two
sub-problems:

(1)

The prisoner handling capacity of a city.

Outnumbered police officers faced with widespread disorders are
responsible for arresting persons who commit violations of the
~aw

l-·henever such action is possible.

If arrests of large numbers

of persons can be accomplished efficiently, the prisoner processing
and detention capabilities are soon overwhelmed with the resultant
confusion affecting the proper administration of justice.

30

(2)

The

necessity of identifying each person at:rested with a specific
violation of the law.

In a civil disorder environment policemen

are tempted to arrest persons in order to remove them from .the
streets with little or no concern for the outcome of subsequent
legal proceedings.

This effect! vely copes with an immediate

problem, but results in severe criticism and "creates more problems
than it solves • .,S
Having the officer accompany each person he arrests to the
police station for processing in the standard manner results in a
higher conviction rate.

However, this procedure removes the

officer from his place of duty for extended periods of time and
acts to reduce the police manpower available to control disorders.
The IACP recommended use of a field booking _station.

Under this

concept a reasonably secure facility is established near the
disorder area where policemen may escort their prisoners for
processing.

The station is staffed with police technicians and
6
persons to gusrd and transport .p risoners.
11te initial step in
the field booking procedure is to photograph the arresting officer
with the prisoner.

The photograph should be taken with a Polaroid

camera; the picture should also depict any physical evidence con7
necting the prisoner with a particular crime. After the photograph,
the arresting officer will complete an arrest form, release his
prisoner to a member of the booking team, and return to his
assigned post.

He retains one copy of the arrest form; the

second copy is attached to the photograph; and the third copy is
31

placed with the container holding all evidence pertaining to
that particular offense. 8
The IACP recognized that completion of the standard arrest
form may be too time consuming for use under emergency conditions
and recommended an abbreviated form be developed for arrests of
persons for minor offenses.

However, the continued use of the

standard arrest form for serious crimes was suggested, regardless
of the time required to enter the detailed information. 9
VIEWS OF DISTRICT ATTORNEYS

The importance of assuring that proper legal

a~tions

are

taken by all agencies involved in the adadnistration of justice
during disorders was also recognized by the National District
Attorneys Association (NDAA).

The NDAA appointed a special

committee of prosecutors to study the legal implications of
disorders and to make recommendations on measures to be taken
in accomplishing the .dual purpose of maintaining order and protecting the rights of citizens.

The committee's report was

. published in June 1968 and provided guidelines for planning
for legal problems in emergency situations.

It emphasized that

advanced planning is essential to insure that legal guidelines are
observed during disorders by saying:

"During widespread rioting

and violence, there is little time for reflection and cool
10
analysis of legal problems. "
The formation of a collllllittee
composed of all agencies who have a role in controlling emergencies

32

.I·

"I
was recommended.

The committee would formulate a plan for

disorder control and coordinate the implementation of the plan.
Membership of the comadttee would include senior officials from the
police

departille~tt,

judiciary, national .guard, sheriff's office,

fire department, district attorae7' 8 : office, and other governmental
agencies as appropriate to each locale. 11

Of particular importance to this paper were the portions of
the report devoted to police procedures and to prosecution u.d
trial of offenders.

In the collllli ttee 1s view, "The Police Depart-

ment must be ready for an awesome strain o. 1 its resources ."12
The police must be capable of processing many persons who have
been arrested in a minimum amount of time.

To do this, it reco111111ene1ed

that personnel be standing by to photograph and fingerprint
prisoners and that streamlined procedures be established to insure
that administrative requirements do not unduly delay processing.
The use of an abbreviated arrest form was recommended; the report
included sample forms to be used for this purpose. 13
BALTIMORE EXPERiENCE
A committee appointed to study the administration of justice
during

th~

disorders of April 1968 in Baltimore recommended sweeping

changes in police arrest and booking procedures during times of
emergency.

The committee found that measures employed by the

police were totally inadequate and "caused the system to stammer,
14
stall, and finally collapse." . During the first days of the riots
the police attempted to continue their normal arrest and booking
33
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!

practices.

If the offense colllllli tted was other than drunk or

disorderly conduct, the arresting officer was required to go to
the police station to prepare an Arrest Report and a Complaint
Report for each offense charged against the offender.

Thus, if

a person was arrested .for curfew violation, looting, and resisting
arrest, the officer completed three of each of these forms.

These

are rather lengthy forms and require detailed infol-mation to be
entered.

The officer was not able to return to his post unttl
15
the forms were all properly completed.
As the riot progressed, the Baltimore Police Department

'

instituted a number of procedural changes in dn attempt to over-

J

come the difficulties they were encountering with mass arrests
of violators.

But, in the view of the committee, they were

inadequate to insure that the criminal justice process was
properly carried out. 16
The committee recommended that simplified and decentralized
procedures be established for
emergency condi tiona.

relativ~ly

minor offenses during

For the more serious crimes, the normal

booking procedures would be followed.

Decentralized Booking

Command Posts would be established near the scene of disorders
to process those arrested for curfew violations and o.ther minor
offenses.
-- -

-

·-

An abbreviated arrest report form would be employed
--ttnhll"er-mmon-·~rell!'odti.e!!'"ttJall'lil:-lli:1'e!'tldl---t!sl-f't"'anndlll,..n~l"fdl----

-~fi'lloff'r~mtllltlnmo~rr-.<orlf~f~errnRldll!ecrrsRJrna:nt':thue!l'r-titllntanJrt

Arrest Report and Complaint Report.

To expedite processing the

colllllittee recommended that stenographers and typists be available
at Booking Command Posts and police stations.
34

These persons would

--~

..

be trained in advance to quickly fill out forms so that policemen
could be relieved of C'lerical duties and assigned to more important
posts. 17
It is apparent from these studies that the criminal justice
system has been severely strained during major civil disorders
and demonstrations.

If the judicial processes are to be effectively

completed, it is essential that there be detailed planning and
coordination by all concerned agencies in advance of emergencies.
This must apply as well to military units who have civil disturbance
contingency missions.

35
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CHAPTER V
MILITARY FORCES IN CIVIL DISORDERS
Thus far this paper has discussed problems related to mass
arrests by civilian police during disorders, the issues raised
by these arrests, and some suggestions for improved procedures in
the administration of justice under emergency conditions. This
chapter will focus on the military role in civil disorders, discuss rules applicable to military personnel taking custody of
civilians, and address problems encountered by military personnel
engaging in this activity.

THE ROLE OF THE MILITARY
The maintenance of law and order and the protection of
citizens and property are responsibilities of state and local
authorities.

The Armed Forces of the United States are employed

in this duty only upon the request of a state or when state and
local governments are incapable of or

un~llling

Secretary of the Army has been designated

&q

to act.

The

Executive Agent for

the Department of Defense in all matters pertaining to planning
and employment of Department of Defense resources in civil disorders.

The other services are charged with furnishing assistance

as requested by the Secretary of the Army. 1
Title 10, United States Code, Chapter 15, authorizes the
national guard to be called to Federal Active Duty to supress
insurrection, rebellion or interference with Federal and state
37

law.

2

When on Federal Active Duty, national guardsmen become

subject to the orders of the President and may be employed in
civil disorder missions throughout the United States in the
same manner as regular forces.

Federal forces, including the

national guard in a federal status, are under the command of and
directly responsible to their military and civilian superiors in
the chain of c0111118Dd.

They may not be placed under the coumand

of state defense forces, or national guard not on Federal duty,
or any state or local official.

3

While Federal military forces have been employed in civil dis.;.
turbances throughout the histr... y of the United States, their recent
involvement in this activity beginning in Oxford, Mississippi, in
1962 is of principal concern to this study.

Since then, Federal

troops have aided civil authorities in controlling disorders in a
number of the larger United States cities including Detroit,
Washington, Baltimore, and Chicago.

Additionally, they have

been alerted or prepositioned, but not committed to duty, in
New Haven, Connecticut, and other cities when it appeared probable
that civil authorities could not maintain order.

Units of the

national guard have also been employed by state governors on
numerous occasions to restore order.
cas~

In a limited nuuber of

national guard units have been called to Federal duty for

civil disturbance lllissions. 4
The national guard, as a member of the .reserve components,
is organized and equipped in a similar fashion to the regular
components and must undergo civil disturbance training prescribed
38

by Department of Defense.

5

Since there is a high degree of

commonality in organization and training, comments concerning
one component are eqt•ally applicable to the other in most aspects
of civil disturbance operations.

Therefore, this discussion will

apply both to the regulae military forces and the national guard
unless otherwise indicated.
TAKING CIVILIANS INTO CUSTODY

. A recent study concerning the authority of Federal troops to
take custody of civilian offenders during civil disorders concluded:
That no statutes exist which specifically provide arrest powers for Federal troops; that
powers possessed by Federal forces deployed in
civil disorders are unclear; and that police
powers to include arrest; search, and detention
are needed to properly carry out tasks assigned
during the riot and post riot phases of civil
disturbances.
The author opined further that military regulations fail to
specifY the authority of Federal troops in such situations and
that this omission tends to neutralize any power that may exist.

7

An examination of Army doctrine confirms the lack of

specific guidance concerning the authority of military per3onnel
assigned to civil disturbance duty.
on civil disorders

8

The principal Army publication

emphasizes crowd control, dispersal of rioters,

and protection of critical areas or facilities.

This is accomplished

by a series of progressively more severe measures of force beginning
with a show of force accompanied by an order to disperse.

If this

is ineffective, troops are employed in riot control formations to
39

6

f

disperse the crowd or mob.

This may be followed by other measures

such as the use of high pressure water or chemical riot control

•

agents. While there are references to the capture of ring .
leaders, snipers, arsonists, looters and rioters, only cursory
attention is given to the general subject of arrests of individuals
or groups of persons.

9

Further, military personnel are not encouraged

to take custody of civilians: 10
· The occasion may arise when it is necessary to
detain or t:tke into temporary custody civilians
involved in the disturbance. • • • Whenever
possible, however, civiiian authorities (police,
sheriff, U.S. Marshal) should make the apprehension.
Army doctrine recognizes that situations may arise in civil
disorders where large numbers of offenders must be taken into
custody and that commanders must be prepared for this eventuality.
Hawever, the probabilities of military involvement in this activity
are minimized by the caveat, "this problem normally is the primary
concern of civil authorities."

11

Even so, some basic procedures are

prescribed for the handling of detained persons, processing evidence,
12
and identifying witnesses.
Additional guidance is contained in the
sample Letter of Instructions to military task force commanders
. published in the Department of the Army Civil Disturbance Plan.l3
Here agai,n, however, it is emphasized that civilian authorities,
not soldiers, should take action with respect to civilians:

'~en

assistance is necessary, or in the absence of civilian police,
Federal military forces have the responsibility to detain or take
into custody rioters, looters, and others committing offenses. "14
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In such cases, military personnel must insure that sufficient
data concerning the offense is furnished the police to permit
preparation of an arrest form.

To facilitate this process

Department of the Army Form 3316-R, Detainee Turnover Record, has
been developed and is included as an appendix to the plan.

This

form is to be completed on each offender and delivered to the
police when the prisoner is released to them.

No detailed

instructions are published concerning the manner in which the
form is to be completed, number of copies to be prepared, or
disposition of copies other than to the police.

Further, there

is no mention of the value of photographs to supplement the form
15
in facilitating subsequent prosecution of the prisoner.
An
additional reference to sold<iers taking custody of civilians is
found in special orders which must be in the possession of military
personnel employed in civil disturbance duties.

The policy that

civilian police should arrest civilians is included in the
16
special orders:
When possible, let civilian police arrest lawbreakers. But when assistance is necessary or
in the absence of the civil police, you have
the duty and authority to take lawbreakers
into custody. • • • Cooperate fully with the
police by safeguarding evidence and completing
records as instructed.
Military personnel must receive ,a briefing prior to movement from
home station for employment in civil disturbance duties.

Among

the subjects required to be discussed during the briefing are the
role of the serviceman in civil disorders and a review of the

41

special orders.

Yet, no reference to the procedures involved in
.
17
mass arrests of civilians is specifically included.
MANNER OF PERFORMANCE
'

''

In view of the emphasis on police arresting civilians and
the lack of detailed procedural guidance for military personnel
to perform this function in Army doctrine, a question arises as
to the record of performance of the military in this important
~rea

of civil disturbance operations.

have performed well in these

Generally, Federal troops

assign~nts

assistance in restoring order.

and have been of material

However, their actions have

received general condemnation by some persons and specific criticism
by others.

Former United States Attorney General Ramsey Clark is

an outspoken critic of the recent tendency to use federal troops
in civil disorders.

He views the military as being eager for this

duty and spending vast amounts of money planning and preparing for
it.

He would ra.t her see the funds used to improve the capability
18
.
of police forces. ·. Further, he is concerned with the lack of
regard of military commanders for the legal and constitutional
rights of citizens:

19

Generals resent civilian presence and legal
guidance. Their business is war. War knows
few rules and forgets them when need arises.
Attorneys from Justice concerned about civil
liberties, excessive force, and the rights of
the civilian population and prisoners find it
hard to influence military commanders on the
scene.
42

While commending Federal troops for their recent assistance
in cities experiencing disorders, Chief of Police Jerry V. Wilson
feels there are drawbacks in efficiently employing military personnel in civil disturbance duties.

Aside from the limited number

of military policemen, soldiers are not prepared to function as
policemen:

20

Soldiers generally are not trained to work as
a policeman must, to make judgments as a
policeman must, or work in pairs or in small
groups as a policeaan must.
The ordinary soldier is employed as a part of a platoon-sized
organization with an officer or non-commissioned officer immediately
available to make all important decisions.

Even under these

circumstances their mission must be clearly stated and little
discretion allowed in the manner in which it iS to be carried
21
out.
This view of the different capabilities of the police and
the military forces in civil disorders was shared by a committee
appointed to study the administration of justice in Baltimore
during the riots in April 1968.

While directed specifically

toward the national guard, their comments apply equally to the
regular forces.

They were critical of the manner in which suspects

taken into custody by national guardsmen were processed and
charged.

National guardsmen were hesitant to make arrests, as

they viewed their responsibility principally as being one of
crowd control, not law enforcement; they feared they would be
required to accompany prisoners to court or return for trials at
43

a later date.

Therefore, they detained suspects and called for

policemen to make the formal arrest.

The policeman transported

the prisoner to a booking station or detention facility and
prepared the necessary arrest documents based on information
received from the guardsman.

On

a number of occasions, however,

the guardsman did not provide (and the policeman failed to demand)
sufficient data for prosecution of an offender.

The guardsman

was anxious to be relieved of his responsibility for a person in
his custody and eager to return to duty in the disorder area as

I

quickly as possible.

As a result, the policeman frequently found

a person in custody without adequate information concerning the
circumstances under which the national guardsman detained him.

In

many cases it was impossible to determine the name of the guardsman Who initially took custody of the subject.

Thus, the prisoner

could not be charged properly, and prosecutors faced numerous
22
difficulties in bringing him to trial.
A similar problem was
23
noted during the April 1968 disorders in Chicago.
The Baltimore Committee emphasized that the national guard
and police. have different roles in civil disorders.

The national

guard shoul,d be engaged principally in crowd and riot control,
and the police in law enforcement duties.

The principal value

of the national guard is its capability to disperse crowds, deny
---

- - ----::~~:;---;;:--:~;-:--~--.:;.-~:;;::-;-~~;::;-;-:r-;;:;;;-~~~-.~==------___:_
access to areas, and to operate detention facilities. Guardsmen

should remain on duty on the street instead of being involved in
the police booking and subsequent court proceedings.

The committee

recognized, however, that national guardsmen will take swrious
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offenders into custody, and on these occasions, they may be
required to accompany the prisoner through the booking process
to enable successful prosecution of the offender.

A recommenda-

tion was made that the national guard and the Regular Army be
given special training concerning "riot related" offenses and
the evidence requireJ to substantiate such offenses.

This would

enable the proper charge to be placed against an offender detained
by a guardsman or member of the Regular Army. Additionally , these
personnel should be provided with a supply of forms to be used to
record the facts and circumstances of an offense.

24

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY STUDY

A Department of the Army study group was established in 1970
to make a comprehensive evaluation of the manner in which the Arfll'/
should approach its civil disturbance mission in the 1970's.

The

final report contained numerous recommendations impacting on
current military doctrine and procedures and requiring major
revisions of Field Manual 19-15.

Among these only the following

are considered to relate directly to the central problem
addressed in this chapter--that of military personnel taking
civilians into custody.

It was recommended that Field Manual

19-15 be revised to include: . (1)

procedures for apprehension
25
and detention of curfew violators,
(2) suidance on the employment of joint police-military patrols,

26

and (3)

doctrine that teams

for the apprehension of rioters include policemen to arrest key
rioters and general guidance concerning the sizes of these teams.
45
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The manner in which the criminal justice system operates
in emergencies is largely dependent on those performing law
enforcement related functions.

The initial steps of arresting .

and processing offenders set the stage for the judicial process
which follows.

If they are not performed within the prescribed

legal and constitutional restraints, two undesirable by-products
. are likely to result.

Persons colllllitting crimes may escape

punishment because of flaws in police procedures, or innocent
persons are subjected to arrest, and possible conviction, for
crime.s they did not commit.

Either result is unacceptable in a

democratic society whose continued existence depends on a firm
belief in justice for all--the innocent and guilty alike.
Unfortunately, this ideal was not realized in all recent civil
disorders.

Routine procedures for arrest and processin8 offenders

have proven inadequate for emergency s!tuations, and ad-hoc
revisions instituted as disorders progressed have often been
equally ineffective.

Only by developing a realistic plan in

advance of an emergency can orderly and
be achieved.

effe~tive

legal processes

Success will not result if those who must implement

the plan have not been fully prepared for their duties.

Each

individual must have a working familiarity with those functions
he is expected to accomplish and be psychologically conditioned
to fulfill them under the trying conditions inherent in emergency
situativns.

The importance of strictly adhering to prescribed

procedures must be instilled sufficiently in each person to

so

preclude undesirable individual acts or omissions.

Yet, they

should not be expected to act as IJilthinking robots; the need for
judgment in these circumstances is patent.
•tilitary forces, including :·he national guard in a Federal
status, must be

concerne~

with the criminal justice system when

umployed on civil disturbance missions.

They, as the police, must

be prepared to participate in the initial process of the system-taking custody of persons violating the law and performing the
actions necessary for subsequent prosecution.

Military doctrine

recognizes that this duty may be performed by military personnel,
but emphasizes that it is

pri~rily

a police responsibility.

However desirable this policy uay be, it _undoubtedly accounts
for the lack of procedural guidelines for those occasions when
the military may be required to initiate the justice process by
detaining civilian offenders.

Present doctrine is insufficient to

insure that military personnel are aware of their authority in
these matters and adequately trained to exercise their authority.
This becomes particularly evident when one considers that the
police, trained and experienced in enforcing the law, have
encountered major problems in insuring that justice prevails in
emergency situations.
Therefore, it must be concluded that the Mayday activities
in Washington have major implications for military personnel
assigned to civil disorder control duties.

Military coUIDanders,

as their civilian hw enforcement counterparts, must make decisions
of how to best carry out their missions in a variety of situations.
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Choice of the proper tactics to be employed--arrests or dispersal-can b~ made only after evaluation of a number of important factors.
While it may be desirable that all arrests be made by civilian
police, military personnel

~ust

be prepared to accomplish this so

as to facilitate subsequent prosecution .

REC<!IMENDATIONS
From the foregoing it is considered essential that the
following recommendations be adopted if military personnel are
to properly perform their civil disorder missions:
That policy continue to emphasize the desirability of civilian
police arresting and detaining c.i vilian offenders.
That greater importance be attached to the possib,ility that
~litary

personnel will be required to take custody of and detain

large numbers of civilian offenders.
That detailed procedural guidance be developed to prepare
military personnel to apprehend and detain individual or groups
of offenders in conformity with appropri ate legal standards.
That military personnel be acquaint ed with the types of
crimes they are likely to encounter in civil disorders.

They

should be familiar with the elements of these offenses, their
authority to take action, and the degree of force they can use
in each case to apprehend or to prevent the escape of an offender.
.\

r

That military personnel be trained in the techniques of
identifying, preserving, and safeguarding physical. evidence
relating to offenders they take into custody.

52

That the Detainee Turnover Record, DA Form 3316-R, and
instructions for its use be exaudned to insure they are adequate
for the intended purpose.

The examination shoUld include the

content of the form, its preparation and disposition.

Considera-

tion should be given to making it a standard form with required
number of copies rather than one to be reproduced locally. An
evaluation of civilian police field arrest forms should be made
an essential part of this process.
That photographs be taken of military personnel and persons
apprehended by them to facilitate subsequent identification and
prosecution. of offenders.
That teams be selected and trained in advance to apprehend
offenders in mass arrest situations.

Each team should include

a photographer and be provided with Detainee Turnover Record
forms, tags and containers for evidence, and other material
essential to the apprehension of offenders.
That Field Manual 19-15, Atmf Subject Schedule 19-6, Department of the Arm, Civil Disturbance Plan, and other pertinent
publications be revised as required to implement the above
recommendations.
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